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Let G be a group with identity element “l”, R = Q$I acC R, a G-graded 
ring. If we fix a E G, we can consider the exact functor ( - )0: R-gr -+ 
R,-mod given by A4 H M,, where M = @ z E c M, is a graded left R-module. 
To this functor, we can associate the localizing subcategory VV of R-gr: 
go= 
i 
h4= @ M,suchthatM,=O . 
ASG 1 
A well-known result of Dade [7; Theorem 2.81 states that R is a strongly 
graded ring o the functor ( - ), is faithful o V,, = { 01, Va E G. 
After presenting in Section 0 some definitions and results about modules 
over graded rings, we construct in Section 1 the induced functor 
Ind: R,-mod --, R-gr and the coinduced functor Coind: R,-mod --f R-gr. 
The main result of this section is Theorem 1.1, where properties of these 
functors are given; we focus our attention on the study of the functor 
Coind. The Coind functor is then used for the construction of the gr-injec- 
tive envelope of a graded module. We remark that the construction of the 
Coind functor appears in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [ 141 and also in 
[ 111, where it is used for the study of Morita duality of graded rings. 
In Section 2, the graded rings of finite support are studied. The main 
results of this section are Theorem 2.1, where the gr-injective modules are 
studied (some consequences are also given), and Theorem 2.2 (a theorem of 
incomparability for prime ideals), which extends Theorem 3.3 of [6]. 
In Section 3, Dade’s result (Theorem 3.1) is extended using the notion of 
quotient category and the localizing subcategories ‘is,. Some applications of 
Theorem 3.1 are then given (Corollaries 3.1, 3.2, 3.3), extending some 
results of Menini and Nastasescu [12]. Finally, Theorem 3.2 is a 
generalization of Theorem 3.1, but the proof is of a different nature. 
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0. Notation and Preliminaries 
All rings considered in this paper will be unitary. If R is a ring, by an 
R-module we will mean a left R-module, and we will denote the category of 
R-modules by R-mod. 
Let G be a multiplicative group with identity element “1”. A G-graded 
ring R is a ring with identity 1, together with a direct sum decomposition 
R= Ooe~ R, (as additive subgroups) such that 
&A E R,, for all (T, r E G. (1) 
It is well-known [16] that R, is a subring of R, and 1 E RI. Clearly, 
R, is an R,-R,-bimodule, VOE G. By a left G-graded R-module we 
understand a left R-module M, plus an internal direct sum decomposition 
hf= OrreG M,, where M, are subgroups of the additive group of A4 such 
that R,M, CM,, for all (T, T E G. We denote by R-gr the category of left 
G-graded R-modules. In this category, if M = @ oao M, and N = @ mG N, 
are two objects, then Hom.,,(M, N) is the set of morphisms in the 
category R-gr from M to N, i.e., 
Hom.,,(M, N) = {f: M+ N ) fis R-linear andf(M,) E N,, Va E G}. 
It is well-known [16] that R-gr is a Grothendieck category. In particular, 
R-gr has enough injective objects. Then if ME R-gr, we denote by F(M) 
the injective envelope of M in R-gr, and by E(M) the injective envelope of 
M in R-Mod. 
If M= @lpo MA is a graded R-module and cr E G, then M(a) is the 
graded module obtained by M by putting M(o), = M,,; the graded module 
M(a) is called the a-suspension of M. It is well-known [ 161 that the 
mapping MH M(C) defines a functor T,: R-gr + R-gr, which is an 
equivalence of categories. 
If in (1) we have equality, i.e., R, R, = R,,, then R is called a strongly 
graded ring. It is well-known [16] that R is a strongly graded ring o 
R,R,-l=R1 for any ~EG~R,M,=M,, for any a,r~G, where 
M = @ (I E G M, is an arbitrary left graded R-module. 
If R is a strongly graded ring, the connection between he categories R-gr 
and R,-mod is given by the following result of Dade: 
THEOREM P [7, Theorem 2.8; 16, Theorem 1.3.41. Let R = easG R, be 
a G-graded ring. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
( 1) R is strongly graded. 
(2) The functor ROR, - : R,-mod + R-gr given by Mc-, RBR, M, 
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where ME R,-mod and R BR, M is a graded left R-module by the grading 
(R QA, M), = R, BR, M, is an equivalence. 
(3) The fun&or ( - )1 : R-gr + R,-mod given by MH M,, where 
M= Qaec M, E R-gr, is an equivalence. 
Now we briefly recall some ideas connected with the notion of quotient 
category. Let SQ be a Grothendieck category. If % is a nonempty subclass 
of objects of ,rQ, then %? is called a Serre class (or Serre subcategory) of d if 
g is closed under subobjects, quotient objects, and extensions. If moreover 
% is closed under arbitrary direct sums, then we say that V is a localizing 
subcategory of d. 
If % is a localizing subcategory of ~2, then for any ME d we can 
consider the greatest subobject t&M) of M belonging to %. If t&M) = 0, 
then M is said to be a %-torsion free object. The mapping MH frg(M) 
defines a left exact functor t,: d -P d. 
Following Gabriel [9] (see also [ 1, 17]), if +Z is a localizing subcategory 
of &‘, we can define the quotient category al%?, which is also a Grothen- 
dieck category. We denote by T,: d -+ A!/%‘, SW: &/% + .JX! the canonical 
functors (see [9, Chap. III]). It is well-known [17] that TV is an exact 
functor and S, is a right adjoint for TV. Moreover, S, is a left exact 
functor. If 4: T,o SV --) Q d,‘g and +: II, -+ SW0 TW are the natural transfor- 
mations of functors, then 4 is an isomorphism. Further, if ME d, then we 
have the exact sequence 
where Ker(t&M)) and Coker(ll/(M)) belong to %. 
1. Induced and Coinduced Functors 
Let R = @ OE G R, be a G-graded ring, and NE R,-mod. We consider 
the graded left R-module M = R @RI N, where M has the grading 
M, = R, GR, N. The graded R-module M = Q d E G M, is called the induced 
R-module by the RI-module N, and we denote this module by Ind(N). It is 
obvious that the mapping NH Ind(N) defines a covariant functor 
Ind: R,-mod + R-gr, which is called the induced functor. This functor is 
right exact. Moreover, if R is a flat right R,-module (i.e., R, is a flat right 
R,-module for any (T E G), then the functor Ind is exact. 
Since R is an R,-R-bimodule, we can consider the left R-module 
M’ = Hom,,(R, N). If f E Hom,,(R, N) and a E R, the multiplication af is 
given by the equality 
(af)(x)=f(xah XER. 
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For any D E G, we define the set 
Mk= (f~ Hom,,(R, N) If(R,,) =Ofor any ~+#a-‘} 
It is obvious that Mb is a subgroup of M’ (in fact Mb z Hom.,(R,-1, N)). 
The sum M* = CoeG Mb is a direct sum. Indeed, if f E Mb n Cr +. M:, we 
have that fEM& and f=Crzgf:, f:EM:. Thus if XER,-1 we have 
f(x)=CfitO f:(x)=O, so f(R,-I)=O. Since f(R,)=O for any r#a-‘, we 
obtain that f = 0. Now we prove that R,M,* G it4zz for any 0, z E G. Indeed, 
if aER, and j”EM:’ we have for any XER,, where A.#(oz)-‘=t-‘a-‘, 
(af)(x)=f(xa)=O, since xaERi, and la#r-‘. Therefore, afEMzz. 
Consequently, M* = C, E G M& is an object from the category R-gr. This 
object is called the coinduced module by ZV, and is denoted by Coind(N). 
It is obvious that the mapping Nt+ Coind(N) defines a covariant functor 
Coind: R,-mod + R-gr, which is called te coinduced functor. It is obvious 
that Coind is a left exact functor. Furthermore, if R is a projective left 
R,-module, the Coind is an exact functor. 
Now if a E G is fixed, we can define the functor 
( - ), : R-gr + R,-mod given by A4 -+ M,, 
where M= @jrcG M, E R-gr. It is obvious that ( - ), is an exact functor. 
We recall that by T,: R-gr + R-gr we have denoted the a-suspension 
functor. 
We are now in a position to state and prove the main result of this 
section. 
THEOREM 1.1. With the above notation we have the following assertions: 
(a) The jiinctor T,-Io Ind is a left adjoint functor of the functor ( - ),. 
Moreover, (- ),o T,-I hind 1: II R,-mod. 
(b) The functor T,-I 0 Coind is a right a4oint functor of the functor 
(-),. Moreooer, (-),oT,-,oCoind~d.,.,,,. 
Proof (a) We define the functorial morphisms 
Hom.+(T,-IoInd, -)*Hom,,(--, (-),) (1) 
as follows: if NER,-mod and ME R-gr, then a(N, M): Hom,.,,(Ind(N) 
(a-i), M) + Hom,,(N, M,) is defined by cr(N, M)(u)(x) = ~(1 Ox), where 
u: (R OR, N)(a-‘) + M is a morphism in R-gr. Clearly u( 1 @x) E M,, since 
10xE(ROR,N)(a-l),=(R~~,N)l=R1~R,NNN. 
Now we define B(N, M): Hom.,(N, M,) + Hom,+(Ind(N)(a-‘), M) as 
follows: if v E Hom.,(N, M,), we put B(N, M)(o): (R@,, N)(a-‘) + M, 
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defined by p(N, M)(o)(l@x) = Au(x). We remark that if 1~ R,,-I, then 
IZ@XE(R@~, N)(a-I),. But in this case we have jlu(x)~ R,,-IM,EM,, 
and therefore fl(N, M)(u) E Hom,&Ind(N)(a-‘), M). It is easy to see that 
a and /I are functorial morphisms. Now we have (fl(iV, M)oa(N, M))(u) 
(A@x)=fi(N,M)(u))(A@x) = la(N,M)(u)(x)=lu(lOx)=u(l(l@x)) 
= u(A@x), and therefore (/?(N, M)oa(N, M))(u)=u, i.e., /?(N, M)o 
a(N, M)=Q. 
Conversely, (WC W 0 BW, M))(u)(x) = @V, M)(BW, h-f)(u))(x) = 
b(N, M)(u)( 1 Ox) = u(x), and therefore (cr(N, M) 0 /?(N, M))(u) = u, i.e., 
cr(N, M) 0 /?(N, M) = II. Consequently, To- I 0 Ind is a left adjoint of ( - ),. 
The last assertion of (a) is obvious. 
(b) We can define the functorial morphisms 
Homd( - Joy - ) --L <7HomRSB,(-, T,-IoCoind) (2) 
as follows: if NE R,-mod and ME R-gr, then y(M, N): Hom,,(M,, N) 
--) Horn,-,,(M, Coind(N)(cT-‘)) is defined by putting for each UE 
Hom.,(M,, W and xA E MA, YW, W(u)(xJ: R -+ N YW, W(u)(xJ(a) = 
~(a,~- 1x1), where a = Clle o a,, E R. Thus we have for a E R, 
(M N(u)(x,)(a) = i 
4axJ if p~0A-l 
0 if ,~#012-‘. 
We note that y(M, N)(u)(x,) E Coind(N)(a-‘), = Coind(N),,-1 since 
y(M, N)(u)(x,)(R,) = 0 for any h # (A-i)-’ = al-‘. Therefore, the map 
y(M, N) is well-defined. Conversely, if u E Horn&M, Coind(N)(o-‘)), we 
define 6(M, N)(u): M, + N by 6(M, N)(u)(x,) = u(x,)( 1). We remark that 
this correspondence is well-defined because u(x,) E Coind(N)(a-‘), = 
Coind(N), = {foHom,,(R, N) 1 f(R,) = 0 for any r # l}. Now if 
u E Hom,(M,, N), we have, for any x, E M,, (6(M, N) 0 y(M, N))(u)(x,) = 
&W WYW, Wu)k,) = YW, W(u)(x,)(l) = 41 .x,1 = 4x,). Hence 
(d(M, N) 0 y(M, N))(u) = u, i.e., 6(A4, N) 0 y(M, N) = Q. Conversely, if 
u~Hom,+(M, Coind(N)(a-‘)) and if x,EM~ and a~ R we obtain 
that (YW, JO 0 @M, N))(u)(xJ(a) = (YW, WWK W(u)))(xJ(a) = 
CK W(~)(a,~-lxd = ~(a,~-~xd(l) = (aoA-14xJMl) = u(xd(ad-~). On 
the other hand, u(xJ(a) = ~(xXZ,.~ a,) = ILEG u(xd(a,) = ~(xd(a,~-l), 
since if r # ol-’ = (lo-‘)-‘, we have u(x,)(a,) =O. Hence y(M, N)o 
6(M, N)(u) = u, i.e., y(M, N) 0 6(M, N) = I. Consequently, the functor 
To- 10 Coind is a right adjoint of the functor ( - ),. The last assertion of (b) 
is obvious. 
Now if Q E R-gr is an injective object in the category R-gr, then we say 
that Q is gr-injective. It is well-known [ 163 that if Q E R-gr is injective in 
R-mod, then Q is gr-injective, but the converse is not true in general. 
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COROLLARY 1.1. The following assertions hold: 
(1) If N is an injective R,-module, then Coind(N) is gr-injective. 
(2) rf M= OCEG M, is gr-injective, and for any rs E G, R, is a flat 
right R,-module, then M, is an injective RI-module for each o E G. 
Proof: (1) By Theorem 1.1, the functor Coind: R,-mod + R-gr is 
a right adjoint of the functor (-)i. Since (- ), is an exact functor, it is 
well-known from the theory of adjoint functors [17] that Coind(N) is an 
injective object in R-gr. 
(2) By Theorem 1.1, the functor ( - ), is a right adjoint of the functor 
T,-I o Ind. Since R is a flat right RI-module, then Ind is an exact functor, 
and therefore T,-I 0 Ind is an exact functor. Thus M, is an injective 
R,-module. 
Now if ME R-gr, the functorial isomorphisms c( and /I define the 
canonical graded functorial morphism 
p(M): Ind(M,)(o-‘) + M, pL(M)(~ 0 x) = k AER, XEM,. (3) 
Analogously, the functorial isomorphisms y and 6 define the canonical 
graded functorial morphism 
v(M): M-, Coind(M,)(a-I), v(M)(xAa) = a,2-lxly 
xj. E Mj,, a= c a,ER. 
T‘ZG 
(4) 
PROPOSITION 1.1. With the above notation, Im(v(M)) is an essential 
submodule ofCoind(M,)(~~‘). 
Proof: Let feCoind(M,)(o-I),, f#O, for some LEG. Then 
feHom,,(R,M) such that f(R,)=O for any r#(lo-‘)-‘=ol,-‘. Thus 
there exists aoi - I E R,, - 1 such that f(a,i-l)#O. If we denote x,=f(abzml), 
we have v(M)(x,)(b)=b,x=b,f(a,,-l)=f(b,a,,-I), where b=CzEGbr is 
an arbitrary element from R. On the other hand, (aaL-’ f)(b) =f(ba,,-I) = 
CrsG f(b,a,,,-1) = f(b,a,l-l), sincef(b,a,,-1) = 0 if z # 1. Therefore, a,,-, = 
v(M)(x,) E Im(v(M)). Since v(M)(x,)( 1) =x, # 0, then v(M)(x,) # 0. Now 
we can apply Lemma 1.2.8 of [ 161. 
We fix now (T E G, and we define the subclass of R-gr: 
gO= MER-gr 1 M= @ M,suchthatM,=O 
{ I 7EG 
Following [ll], iff M= ersG M, is a graded R-module, then we say that 
M is a-faith&ii1 if for every x, E M,, x, #O, we have R,,-IX, #O. If M is 
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a-faithful for every 0 E G, we say that M is faithful. We say that the graded 
ring R is left a-faithful if the left module RR is a-faithful. The ring R is said 
to be left faithful if the module RR is faithful. In [S] an example of a ring R 
which is left and right faithful is given, but it is not a strongly graded ring 
[S, Example 2.71. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The following assertions hold 
(a) For every a E G, V0 is a localizing subcategory of R-gr which is 
closed under arbitrary direct products. 
(b) VM= OasC M,, then M E W,, o for every x, E M,, R,,- I x, = 0. 
(~1 If M=Oa.o M, is a non-zero graded module, then M is 
%?O-trosion free o M is a-faithful o every non-zero submodule of M 
intersects M, non-trivially. 
(d) M is faithful o M is %70-torsion free for any a E G. 
(e) Zf p(M) and v(M) are the morphisms of (3) and (4), then 
Ker(p(M)), Ker(v(M)), Coker(p(M)), and Coker(v(M)) belong to VO. 
Moreover, Ker(v(M)) = tWg,(M) and Im(p(M)) is the smallest graded 
submodule L of M, such that M/L E %$, 
ProojY (a) The fact that %$ is a localizing subcategory of R-gr follows 
from the fact that (- ), is an exact functor. Now let (M,)i,, be a family of 
objects from Vc. It is well-known [16] that if M is the direct product of 
(MJi,, in the category R-gr, then M= OopG M,, where M, = niE, (Mi),. 
Therefore, since Mi E VO, then (Mi), = 0. Thus ME qm. 
(b) This is routine. 
(c) Assume that M is %Zc-torsion free and let x, E M,, x, # 0. Then 
Rx, is also %,,-torsion free, and therefore (Rx,), # 0. But (Rx,), = R,,-IX, . 
Hence R,,- IX, # 0; i.e., M is a-faithful. 
Conversely, assume that M is a-faithful. If t@,(M) # 0, then there exists 
x, E (&(M)),, x, # 0, for some t E G. Thus R,-IX, #O. On the other hand, 
(tQ,(M))a=O, and since Rar-~~r~(tW,(M))a, we obtain that R,,-1x,=0, a 
contradiction. Hence t&M) = 0; i.e., M is QZO-torsion free. 
The equivalence M is a-faithful oevery non-zero graded submodule of 
M intersecting M, non-trivially is obvious. 
(d) This follows directly from (c). 
(e) We denote by K= Ker(p(M)). Since K is a graded submodule of 
Ind(M)(a-I), then we have that K, E Ind(M)(a-‘), = Ind(M,), = 
R, OR, M, z M,. Thus K, = 0, and hence KE go. Now we remark that 
Im(p(M)) = RM,, and since (M/RM,), = 0, then M/RM, E WO. 
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Now if L is a graded submodule of M such that M/LE%~, then 
(M/L), = 0, and hence L, = M,, so RM, = RL, c L. 
Let P=Ker(v(M)). If X,E P,, then v(M)(x,)=O, so v(M)(x,)(l)= 
x, = 0. Hence P, =O, and therefore PG t,$(M). Conversely, let 
x1 E (ty,(M))i. Hence (Rx,), = 0, so R,i-~x, = 0. Therefore, v(M)(x,)(a) = 
a,,~lx,=O for any UE R. Consequently, v(M)(x,)=O, i.e., X;,E P, and 
hence P = tv,( M). Because Coind(M,)(a-I),= Coind(M,), = (fe 
Hom.,(R, M) 1 f(R,) = 0 for any r # 11, if we consider f~ Coind(M,), , 
then we denote by x, =f( 1). We remark that v(M)(x,) =f, and therefore 
(Coker v(M)), = 0, i.e., Coker(v(M)) E %YO. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let Q = Q ME o Q, be a gr-injective module. If Q is 
a-faithful, then Q, is an inective RI-module, and Q N Coind(Q,)(o-I). 
Proof: Since Q is a-faithful, then two(Q) = 0, and therefore the 
canonical morphism v(Q): Q + Coind(Q,)(o-‘) is a monomorphism. By 
Proposition 1.1, v(Q) is an isomorphism. 
We prove now that Q, is an injective R-module. Let E(Q,) denote 
the injective envelope of Q, in R-mod. Since Coind is a left exact 
functor, we have the monomorphism Coind( Q,) 4 Coind(E(Q,)). Since 
Coind(Q,) N Q(a), then Coind(Q,) is gr-injective, and therefore 
Coind(E(Q,)) = Coind( X, for some XE R-gr. In particular, we have 
Coind(E(Q,)),=Coind(Q,),OX,, so E(Q,)=Q,@X,, and therefore 
X, = 0. Hence Q0 = E(Q,); i.e., Q0 is an injective R,-module. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let M = eOE G M, be a graded R-module. If M is 
a-faithful, then 
Eg(M) 2: Coind(E(M,))(a-‘) 
(recall that Eg(M) denotes the injective envelope of M in R-gr). 
Proof. Since M is a-faithful, and Eg(M) is an essential extension of M, 
it follows that Eg(M) is a-faithful too. By Corollary 1.2, we have that 
Eg(M) N Coind(Eg(M),(a-‘), and Eg(M), is an injective R,-module. But 
since Eg(M) is a-faithful, then M, is an essential R,-submodule of Eg(M),, 
and therefore E(M,) = Eg(M),. 
If M= @otc M, is a left graded R-module, we define the support of M 
by 
supp(M)= {aeG I M,#O}. 
If M is a simple object in the category R-gr, then we say that M is 
gr-simple. 
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COROLLARY 1.4. Let M = @ oeG M, be a non-zero gr-simple module. 
Then for every o E supp(M), M is o-faithful, and in this case 
Eg( M)(o) 2: Coind(E( M,)). 
Proof. We have M, # 0. If tl,(M) # 0, then M = t,<(M), so M, = 0, a 
contradiction. Apply now Corollary 1.3 to finish the proof. 
An object Q in R-gr is called gr-C-injective if for any family (o~)~., of 
elements of G, the module Biel Q(ei) is gr-injective. 
COROLLARY 1.5. If M= BgEo M, is faithful, then for any u E G we 
have 
Eg( M)(o) N Coind(E( M,)). 
Moreover, tf the ring R has the property that R, is left noetherian and 
for every CJ E G, R, is a finitely generated R,-module, then Eg(M) is 
gr-C-injective. 
Proof The first assertion follows from Corollary 1.3. The second asser- 
tion easily follows from the fact that if every R, is a finitely generated 
R,-module, then the functor Coind commutes with arbitrary direct sums. 
2. Graded Rings of Finite Support 
If a graded R-module M has the property that supp(M) is a finite set 
(see the definition of the support after Corollary 1.3), then we say that M is 
a graded module of finite support, and we write supp(M) < co. We will 
denote by %‘, the class of all left graded R-modules of finite support. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that R is a graded ring of finite support. Then 
(1) %& is a Serre subcategory of R-gr. 
(2) If ME R-gr is finitely generated, then ME ‘i&r,. 
(3) ME Q& if and only if there exists a finite set ol, ts2, . . . . os E G such 
that n;=, ty,,(M) = 0. In particular, if M is o-faithful for some o E G, then 
ME %&. 
(4) IfMe R-gr is gr-artinian (i.e., it is an artinian object in R-gr), then 
MEWfs. 
Proof: (1) This is obvious. 
(2) This follows from the fact that RR~V?fs. 
(3) Let supp(M)= {a,, g2, . . . . os}. If we denote by K = n;= I $(M), 
we have K,, = 0 for any 1~ i<s. Since K, c M,, then K, =0 for any 
481/120/l-9 
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c E supp(M). Consequently, K, = 0 for every 0 E G, so K = 0. Conversely, 
suppose that n;= i &,(M) = 0. Then we have the canonical monomorphism 
0 + M + 6 M/t,JM). 
i=l 
Since M/twu,(M) is o,-faithful, then it is sulIicient to prove that if M is 
a-faithful, then M has finite support. Assume that supp(,R) = 
{ tr, r2, . . . . zr}. We prove that for every r$ {rr’~, . . . . ‘;‘a}, we have 
M, = 0. Indeed, if M, # 0, there exists x, E M,, x, # 0. Since M is a-faithful, 
we have R,,-lx,#O. But az-‘$ (rr, . . ..r.) and hence R,,-1=0, so 
R,,-IX, = 0, a contradiction. Hence supp(M) c (~;‘a, . . . . r;‘a}. 
(4) Obviously noEG t&M) = 0. Since M-is gr-artinian, there exists 
aI, . . . . as E G such that n;= i &,(M) = 0. Now we can apply assertion (3). 
We prove now one of the main results of this section: 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that R is a graded ring with finite support. Then 
(a) Tf M E R-gr is a-faithful, then the graded module Coind(E(M,)) = 
Hom,,(R, E(M,)) is the injective envelope of A4 in R-mod. 
(b) Zf Q has finite support and Q is gr-injective, then Q is injective in 
R-mod. 
(c) If M E &, then a minimal injective resolution of M in R-gr 
O+M-+E,f+Ef:-+ . . . -+E,g-+ . . . 
is a minimal injective resolution of M in R-mod. Moreover, E,” E %& for any 
n 2 0. 
(d) ‘ik;, is closed under taking injective envelopes. 
Proof (a) Since R has finite support, then the functor Coind( - ) = 
Hom.,(R, -). By Corollary 1.3 we have that Eg(M) N Hom,,(R, E(M,)) 
(a-‘). On the other hand, it is well-known that Hom,,(R, E(M,)) is an 
injective R-module. Therefore, F(M) is injective in R-mod. Since Eg(M) is 
an essential extension of M, then E(M) is an essential extension of Eg(M). 
Hence E(M) = Eg(M). 
(b) By Proposition 2.1 there exist a1 , . . . . as E G such that 
0 + Q + 0 Q/k,,(Q)- 
i=l 
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Since Q/trp,,(Q) is ai-faithful, then Eg(Q/fw,i(Q)) = E(Q/tVP,i(Q)). It is 
obvious that we have the monomorphism in R-gr 
0 --) Q + 6 Eg (Q/b,(Q),. 
i=l 
Since Q is gr-injective, then Q is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
@;= i Eg(Q/twCi(Q)). Since @;= I Eg(Q/t@JQ)) is injective in R-mod, then 
we obtain that Q is injective in R-mod. 
(c) We apply assertions (a) and (b). 
(d) This follows from (c). 
If ME R-gr, we denote by gr-inj. dim(M) (resp. inj. dim(M)) the injective 
dimension of M in R-gr (resp. in R-mod). 
COROLLARY 2.1. Assume that R has finite support. if M E R-gr has finite 
support, then gr-inj. dim(M) = inj. dim(M). 
Proof: We apply (c) of Theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.2 [ 151. Zf G is a finite group and Q E R-gr is gr-injective, 
then Q is injective in R-mod. 
Remark. Assertion (a) of Theorem 2.1 extends Proposition 4.3 of [ 111 . 
We recall [ 161 that a graded ring R is said to be gr-noetherian if any 
ascending chain of graded left ideals of R is stationary. If R = @ (I E o R, is a 
graded ring of finite support, then we have the following equivalences: R is 
left gr-noetherian o R, is left noetherian and for any CT E G, R, is a finitely 
generated left R,-module o R is left noetherian. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let R be a graded ring offinite support. Assume that R 
is a left noetherian ring and let Q E R-gr. Then 
Q is gr-injectivee Q is injective in R-mod. 
Proof: Since R is a left neotherian ring, then R is a left gr-noetherian 
ring. Then every injective object of R-gr is a direct sum of injective 
indecomposable objects of R-gr. So Q = @ iE, Qi where Qi is gr-injective 
and gr-indecomposable. Pick X~E Qi, xi #O, xi a homogeneous element. 
Since Qi is gr-injectve and gr-indecomposable, then Qi is an essential 
extension of Rxi. But Rxi is finitely generated, and therefore RX, has finite 
support. By Theorem 2.1, Qi has finite support and Qi is injective in R-mod 
too. Since R is left noetherian, it follows that @ iE, Q; is injective in 
R-mod, and therefore Q is injective in R-mod. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let R be a graded ring of finite support, and assume 
that R is left noetherian. If Q is gr-injective and has finite support, then there 
exist u 1 ,..., c,~EG such that Q=Q,@Q,@ ... @Q,s, and each Q; is 
o,-faithful. 
ProoJ Since Q has finite support, there exist the elements tr, . . . . 7, E G 
such that n;= r &,(Q) = 0. We have the canonical monomorphism 
0 -, Q -+ 6 Q/k&Q,, 
;= I
where Q/twp,(Q) is r,-faithful. If we denote by Ei = Eg(Q/tVp,(Q)), then Ei is 
r,-faithful, and Q is isomorphic to a direct summand of E, 0 ... @E,. 
Since R is left noetherian, we can write Q = @ 1 E n I, is gr-indecomposable. 
Now using the Krull-Remak-Schmidt Theorem, it follows that each Z). is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of some Ek, so I, is r,-faithful. Now the 
assertion is obvious. 
Remark. There are numerous examples of graded rings of type Z 
having finite support: (1) Let A be a ring and AMA and A-A-bimodule. 
Assume that cp = [ -, - 1: MOa M -+ A is an A-A-bilinear map satisfying 
[m,,m,]m,=m,[m,,m,] for all m,,m,,m,EM. We define a 
multiplication on the abelian group A x M by (a, m)(a’, m’) = (aa’+ 
[m, m’], am’ + ma’). In this way, A x M becomes a ring which will be 
denoted by A x, M, called the semi-trivial extension of A by M and cp. The 
ring R = A x, M can be considered a graded ring of type Z, by putting 
R,= A x {0}, R, = (0) x M. 
Important special cases of semi-trivial extensions are the generalized 
matrix rings: let (R, RM s, sN,, S) be a Morita context with maps 
(-,-):M@,N+R and [-, -]:N@,M-,S (see for example [4, 
p. 623). We consider the matrix ring 
T= 
in which the multiplication is defined by means of the mappings ( -, - ) 
and [ -, - 1. The ring T may be graded as follows: 
T, = 0 foranyi# -l,O, 1. 
It is easy to see that T is a particular case of semi-trivial extension. 
(2) Another particular case of semi-trivial extension is when 
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M=,A,andrp=[-,-]=O.Inthiscase,R=AisafreeA-modulewith 
basis ( 1, E}, where E = (0, l), s2 = 0, and E is a central element of R. This 
ring is called the “algebra of dual numbers over A” (see [4, p. AX. 271). It 
is easy to see that the category R-gr is equivalent with the category of 
A-chain complexes. 
We make now some remarks on the maximal quotient ring of a graded 
ring with finite support. Let R = @,, o R, be a graded ring of finite sup- 
port, and Q E R-gr a gr-injective module with finite support. We have seen 
that Q is injective in R-mod too. We denote this by F, = {I left ideal of 
R ( Hom,(R/Z, Q) =O}. It is well-known [l] that F, is an additive 
topology on the ring R. We denote by to the kernel functor corresponding 
to the topology Fe; i.e., if ME R-mod, then to(M)= {xeM 1 
Ann,(x) E F,}. It is well-known [l] that the class of all left modules A4 
such that M = to(M) is a localizing subcategory of R-mod. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R = @ bE G R, be a graded ring of finite support. Zf 
Q E R-gr is gr-injective and Q is a-faithful for some o E G, then 
(a) ZE F, o Hom.,(R/Z, Q,) = 0. 
(b) FQ possesses a cofinal set of graded left ideals, 
(c) If ME R-gr, then ta(M) is a graded R-submodule of hf. 
Proof. (a) By Corollary 2.2, Q is an injective RI-module, and 
Q(c) N Coind(Q,) = Hom.,(R, Qc). Since Hom,(R/Z, Q) = Hom,(R/Z, 
Hom,,(R, Q,)) N Hom,,(R@, R/Z, QO) = Hom,,(R/Z, QO), the assertion 
follows. 
(b) Since 0 + R,/Zn R, cs R/Z, we have Hom,,(R,/Zn R,, Q,) = 0 for 
any LEG. We denote by J=CreG In R,. It is obvious that J is a left 
graded ideal of R such that JE I. Furthermore, Hom,,(R/J, Qc) = 
Hom.,(O,.. WJ n L QO) = ILeG Hom,,(WJ n 4, Qm) = O,so 
JE F,. 
(c) This follows from (b). 
Let M, NE R-gr. An R-linear map f: M + N is said to be a morphism of 
degree z, z E G, if f (M,,) E N,, for any (T E G. Morphisms of degree T form 
an additive subgroup of Hom,(M, N), which we will denote by 
HOM.(M, N),. It is clear that HOM.(M, N)=C,..HOM.(M, N), is a 
graded abelian group of type G (see [ 161). It is clear that HOM.(M, N), 
= Hom,+(M, N). The abelian group HOM.(M, N) is a subgroup of 
Hom,(M, N). The following result is well-known [ 16, Lemma 1.2.10.1: The 
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subgroup HOM,(M, N) consists of all f~ Hom,(M, N) for which there 
exists a finite subset F of G. such that 
f(Mo)~ c N,, for all cr E G. 
VEF 
In particular, it follows that if M is finitely generated, or G is a finite group, 
then HOM,(M, N) = Hom,(M, N). We will need the following result: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a graded ring. If M, NE R-gr have finite support, 
then 
HOM,(M, N) = Hom,(M, N). 
Proof Assume that supp(M) = ((T,, . . . . o,> and supp(N) = {T,, . . . . T,}. 
We denote by F= {a;‘zj I i= 1, . . . . s; j= 1, . . . . r}. If foHom,(M, N) and 
UEG, then if e 4 supp(M), we have f(M,) = 0; if u = ok, then 
fWo~)~N=CqeNokqv Hence we can apply the above result, and the 
assertion follows. 
We denote by L,(R) the lattice of all left graded ideals of R. Let 
ME R-gr, and put M, = u,,,, Hom,(Z, M/t,(M)). M, is an R-module 
and it is called the module of quotients of A4 with respect to F, [17]. 
Suppose now that R and it4 have both finite support, and Q is gr-injective 
and a-faithful. Since F, possesses a cofinal set of left graded ideals, 
M, is, in a natural way, endowed with a graded structure. Indeed, 
M, =lin?,GFQnL8(R) HomR(Z,M/t,(M))=Ilm,,F,,LI(R) HOW& W,(W) 
where M, has the grading 
WpL = lim (HOM,(L W,(W)), for all r~ E G. 
fei=~nL.~(R) 
In particular, R, = l&,, F. Hom,(Z, R/to(R)) is a graded ring. M, is a 
graded Ro-module in a natural way. R, is called the ring of quotients of R 
with respect o Fe, We remark that R, and M, have finite support too. We 
assume now that R is left l-faithful, i.e., for every r,, E R,, r0 #O, 
R,-, r. # 0. This condition is equivalent with the fact that the inner product 
(x, y) H (xy)i , x, y E R, is left non-degenerate (see [S, 63). In this case, if R 
has finite support, E(RR)=Eg(RR), and E(RR)I=E(RI) (Corollary 1.3 
and Theorem 2.1). In this case, the ring of quotients RECRj is called the left 
maximal quotient ring of R and is denoted by Q,,,(R). Hence we obtained 
the following result: 
F~OFQSITION 2.3. Let R be a graded ring of finite support, and assume 
that R is left l-faithful (i.e., left non-degenerate). Then the left maximal 
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quotient ring Q,,,(R) is, in a natural way, edowed with a graded structure. 
Moreover, Q,,,(R) has finite support too. 
As a consequence, we get the following incomparability theorem, which 
extens Theorem 3.3 of [6], given there for the case when G is an abelian 
group. An incomparability theorem was proven in [lo] for crossed 
products R * G, with G a finite group, and then in [S], for a graded ring 
R= G3a.o R,, where G is finite. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R = Q bc o R, be a graded ring of finite support. Let 
P be a graded ideal of R which is a prime ideal of R. If Ps I, I any ideal 
of R, then P s (I), and P n R, s In R, ((I)* is the largest graded ideal 
contained in I). 
Proof. We pass to RIP. Since P is a prime ideal of R, we may assume 
that R is a prime ring. By Proposition 1.2 of [6], the grading of R is non- 
degenerate and therefore R is left l-faithful. Let Q = E( RR). Since I # 0, 
then we have Hom,(R/I, Q) = 0. Indeed, if Hom,(R/I, Q) # 0, then there 
exists a non-zero R-morphism f: R/I + Q. Thus f (1) = x E Q, and x # 0. But 
there exists a E R, such that ax6 R and ax # 0. Since Ix = 0, then 
I(ax) c Ix = 0. Since R is a prime ring we obtain I = 0, a contradiction. 
Now if we apply Proposition 2.2, we have (I), E I;n, so 
Hom.(R/(I),, Q)=O. Hence (I),#O. By Proposition 1.2 of [6], In R1 #O, 
which ends the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let R = eaeG R, be a graded ring of finite support, 
and suppose that the group G is ordered. Let P be a prime ideal of R, and I 
an ideal of R such that Ps I. Then Pn R,S In R,. 
Proof: Since G is an ordered group, then (P), is also a prime ideal 
[16]. Since (P),=PsI, we obtain that (P),nR,rInR, by 
Theorem2.2. But (P),nR,=PnR,, and therefore PnR,sInR,. 
3. A General Version of Theorem P: Applications 
In this section we use the notion of a quotient category in order to 
provide a general version of Theorem P (see Section 1). 
Let R = @ TE G R, be a graded ring, and fix rs E G. We consider the 
quotient category R-grl%&, and we denote by 
R-gr i$+ R-gr/wO 
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the canonical functors. We consider the functors 
U: R,-mod -+ R-gr/VV,, U= F,o T,-IoInd. 
V: R-gr/%?0 + R,-mod, V=(-),oS,. 
The main result of this section is the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. With the avove notation, we have Vo UN II R,.mod, and 
uo If= QR-gr,V,r . i.e., R,-mod and R-l&& are equivalent categories. 
Proof: We denote by Ic/: lR+ + S, 0 T, and 4: T, 0 S, + II R+.r,vO the 
canonical functorial morphisms, where 4 is a functorial isomorphism. If 
NE R,-mod, we have the morphism $(Ind(N)(a-I)): Ind(N)(o-‘) + 
(S,O T,) Ind(N)(a-‘)). If we denote by O(N)= ($(Ind(N)(a-I))),, since 
Ind(N)(o-‘), = Ind(N), N N, then O(N): N -+ (Vo U)(N). 
Since Ker(@(Ind(N)(a-I))) and Coker(+(Ind(N)(o-I))) belong to 
%?a, then Ker(O(N))=Coker(B(N)) =O, and therefore 8(N) is an 
isomorphism. On the other hand, it is easy to see thet 8 is a functorial 
morphism. 
Now let XE R-gr,&Zb. We have the canonical morphism 
CW’)): InW,(~LNo-‘) -+ WO 
where Ker(p(S,(X))) and Coker(p(S,(X))) belong to go. Thus it follows 
that F,,(,u(S,(X))) is an isomorphism in the category R-gr/$$. If we denote 
by 
4X) = 4(X) 0 f’&L(S,(W)), 
we have that E(X): (Uo V)(X) + X. Since 4(X) is an isomorphism, then 
E(X) is an isomorphism. On the other hand, it is easy to see that E is a 
functorial morphism. Thus the assertion follows. 
Remarks. (1) Fix cr E G. Then we have the equivalence R is strongly 
graded o%?~ = 0. Indeed, the implication “a” is obvious. Assume that 
%ZO = 0, so M, # 0 for every non-zero graded R-module M. If ME R-gr 
is nonzero, then M(a-%)#O for any ZEG, and therefore 
M(o-‘r), = M, # 0. Therefore, if M # 0, then M, # 0 for any r E G. Since 
(M/RM,), = 0, it follows that M/RM, = 0, i.e., RM, = M. Hence 
R,M, = M,, for any (r, r E G. Therefore, R is a strongly graded ring. 
(2) If w0 = 0, then Theorem 3.1 is exactly Theorem P. 
We give now some applications of Theorem 3.1, but first, we need some 
preliminaries. 
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Let d be a Grothendieck category, and $9 a localizing subcategory of d. 
We denote by 
the canonical functors. A non-zero object ME d is called %-critical if M is 
%-torsion free and for any non-zero subobject M’ of A4 we have M/M’ E%. 
It is obvious that M is %-critical o M is %-torsion free, and T(M) is a 
simple object in &/%‘. 
For a category -c9, we denote by Q, the set of all isomorphism classes of 
simple objects from d, i.e., 
Q, = ( [S] ) S is a simple object from &) 
and [S] = {S’ E d ( S’ N S}. It is obvious that if SE d is a simple object, 
and ‘4? is a localizing subcategory of d, then SE V or S is V-torsion free. 
We denote this by 
l2 d,V = {[S] 1 S is a simple object from d, and S is %-torsion free}. 
If JZ? = A-mod, where A is a ring, then we denote SZA.mod by BA. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that W is closed under arbitrary direct 
products. Then 
(1) rf ME d is %-critical, then M contains a unique simple subobject. 
(2) There exists a bijective correspondence between the sets Q,,, and 
52 48.Q. 
ProoJ (1) We denote by (Ni)i,l the set of all non-zero subobjects of 
M. Zf nis, Ni = 0, then we have the canonical monomorphism 
O-+M-fl M/N,. 
iel 
Since M/N, E V, then ni, I M/N, E %?, and therefore ME %, a contradiction. 
Hence N = nis, Ni # 0. It is obvious that N is a simple subobject of M, and 
that N is unique. 
(2) We define the map cp:Q2,,, + f2d,u, dCJ’1) = C Yl, where Y 
is the unique simple subobject of S(X). It is well-known that S(X) is 
%-torsion free and since T(S(X)) 2: X, it follows that S(X) is V-critical. 
Now it is easy to see that cp is bijective. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Assume that R-gr is equivalent with the category 
R,-mod (the equivalence of categories is not necessarily canonical). If 
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JsZ,,I < 00, then R is a strongly graded ring (IQ,,/ denotes the cardinality of 
the set QR,). 
Proof: Fix cr E G. By Theorem 3.1, we have that R,-mod is equivalent 
with the category R-gr/%?g. By the hypothesis, and by Proposition 3.1, we 
obtain IQ,,1 = IQR-gr,Q,I and ISZRmgrl = IQR,I, and therefore IQR-gr,V,J = 
lQRJ < co. If %$, # 0, then it is obvious that %g contains a simple object S, 
and S is not %ZO-torsion free, a contradiction. Hence V0 =O, and 
consequently R is a strongly graded ring. 
COROLLARY 3.2 [ 12, Corollary 3.141. Assume that R-gr is equivalent 
with the category R,-mod. If R, is a semi-local ring, i.e., R,/J(R,) is a 
semi-simple artinian ring, then R is a strongly graded ring (J(R,) denotes the 
Jacobson radical of the ring R,). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose that there exists a ring A such that R-gr is 
equivalent with A-mod. If IsZ,I = 1, then R is a strongly graded ring. 
Proof: Since IL!,1 = 1, then JSZRmgr( = 1. Since R-gr/V,, is equivalent with 
R,-mod, we have JBR-gr,V, I 2 1. Id w0 # 0, then %$ contains a simple object, 
and therefore jL2nR-grl > 2, a contradiction. Hence ‘Xc = 0, and so R is a 
strongly graded ring. 
Remark. In particular, if A is a local ring, i.e., A/J(A) is a simple 
artinian ring, it follows that R is a strongly graded ring [12, 
Corollary 3.131. 
We now make some final remarks. If FE G is a non-empty subset of G, 
we can define the class of graded R-modules: 
It is obvious that %?F is a localizing subcategory of R-gr which is closed 
under arbitrary direct products. 
Let P=OoeF R(a-‘) E R-gr. Then P is a projective object in R-gr. 
If ME R-gr, we have Horn&P, M) N n,..HomRJR(e-i), M) N 
noeFM,. Thus we obtain that M~%~oHorn,.,,(P, M)=O. 
We recall that if d is a Grothendieck category with generator U, then U 
is said to be small [ 171 if the functor Horn&( U, - ): d + Ab commutes 
with direct sums. The classical result of B. Mitchell is well-known (see, e.g., 
[17]): if J$ is a Grothendieck category with a small projective generator 
U, then & is equivalent with the category of modules A-mod, where 
A = End&(U). 
Using this result, we give now a more general version, of Theorem 3.1: 
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THEOREM 3.2. With the above notation, the following assertions hold: 
(1) Zf we denote by R-gr 2:; R-gr/+ZF the canonical functors, then 
U= TAP) is a projective generator in the category R-gr/gF. 
(2) The canonical morphism fw T&f ), from End,.,,(P) to 
End,+#,(U), is a ring isomorphism. 
(3) If moreover F is a finite set, then U is a small generator of 
R-gr/gE, and thus R-gr/%r is equivalent with the category A-mod, where 
A = End.-,,,%A U). 
Proof: For (1) and (2), the proof is identical to the proof of the 
theorem of [13] (see also [ 1, p. 96, Proposition 8.6 1). 
For (3) let (Xi)i., be an arbitrary family of objects of R-gr/wF. The 
canonical morphism ai: Xi + @ ic,Xi yields the morphism 
SF(q): SAX,) + s, @I xi 
( ) is1 
and therefore we obtain the canonical morphism 
U: @ SAXi) + SF @ Xi 
isl ( ! iEI 
such that CI oIpi= S,(q) for all iE Z, where pi: SAX,) + eis, S,(XJ are the 
canonical morphisms. Since the functor TF commutes with direct sums, 
then it is easy to see that T,(a) is an isomorphism, and therefore Ker(cr) 
and Coker(cx) belong to gF. Let f: U + @ iE, Xi be an arbitrary morphism. 
We have the diagram 
SAW 
I Sdfl 
0 - Ker(a) - @ SAXi) -5 S, @ Xi 2 Coker(a) - 0 
isl ( > icl 
Since SJU) = SATJP)), we have the canonical morphism e(P): P --) 
S,( T,(P)). Since Coker(a) E gr, then no S,(f) 0 $(P) = 0, and therefore the 
morphism S,(S) 0 t++(P) factors by Im(cl). Since P is projective, then there 
exists g: P + BitI S,(X,) such that a og = S,(f) 0 J/(P). Since P is finitely 
generated, there exists a finite set JG Z, such that Im(g) G eioJ SAXi). 
Thus we have Tr(c~)o T,(g) = Tr(S,(S,(f))o TF($(P)), where INTAg)) 
c Tfi(eieJ SAX,)) = ejtJX,. Since T,(a) and T,($(P)) are isomor- 
phisms, then Im( T,(S,(f))) c @ jsJ X,. Since TF-o SF= % R-gr,VF, then we 
have Im(f) c eicJ X,, and therefore the functor Hom.+,,,,(U, - ) 
commutes with direct sums. 
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Remark. If F= {a}, then P= R(c’) and End,-,,(P) = End.-,,(,R) 31 
R, , and therefore we obtain Theorem 3.1. 
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